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Dalglish in no mood to hand out blame in public 
Southampton ............. 2 Liverpool ............... 1  
When you have lost not only a game you had expected to win through a winning 
goal you would have expected your goalkeeper to stop but also your substitute 
with a broken leg, then defeat is particularly hard to con-template.  
So it was with Kenny Dalglish on Saturday. His hackles rose when one reporter 
commented harmlessly enough afterwards: 'Shame about Mike Hooper, he's 
played so well. ' In defence of the goalkeeper, who has taken over from 
Grobbelaar, Dalglish snapped back: 'What do you mean, shame? Are you blaming 
him?'  
'Well, aren't you, Kenny?' someone else had the temerity to ask. 'If I'm blaming 
anyone, I'm doing it privately,' responded Liverpool's player-manager, his face 
contorting itself this way and that in his personal post-match anguish.  
What probably rankled Dalglish more than anything was that just 10 minutes 
before Hooper had allowed Cockerill's 67th-minute volley to slip under his diving 
body for Southampton's winner, he himself had missed the kind of chance he 
would normally have gobbled up.  
When Rush, with a similar opportunity, proceeded to have his effort blocked by 
Shilton, it was clear Liverpool could rely on neither of their normally so-lethal 
forwards for goals.  
With Southampton's defence looking ever more suspect down the middle in the 
face of increasing pressure, it finally took a midfield player, McMahon, to equalize 
from a third, similar opening, created by Lawrenson.  
At that stage, few would have disagreed with Chris Nicholl, the Southampton 
manager's, assertion that 'having fallen behind and then drawn level, you just had 
to fancy Liverpool then with their strength and football. ' Not so. Liverpool were 
to be undermined by the mistake of Hooper who, having earlier, with gymnastic 
brilliance, kept out piledrivers from Wallace and Case, was then to deny Cockerill 
a second goal with his best save yet. In spite of his error, Grobbelaar could find it 
hard to get back.  
Unfortunately, the match, a hard one at the best - or worst - of times, was to end 
as it began, with an injury. An hour after Wallace had retired with a possible 
cracked fibia, McDonald, who had just come on for Nicol, was stretchered off with 
two bones broken in a leg after an accidental collision. He is unlikely to play again 
this season.  
With Wark and Johnston around for a midfield slot, Liverpool may have no need 
to buy. Neither, it would seem, have Southampton.  
SOUTHAMPTON: P Shilton; G Forrest, M Dennis, J Case, J Gittens, K Bond, G 
Lawrence, G Cockerill, C Clarke, D Armstrong, D Wallace (sub: S Baker).  
LIVERPOOL: M Hooper; B Venison, J Beglin, M Lawrenson, R Wheelan, G Gillespie, 
K Dalglish, S Nicol (sub: K McDonald), I Rush, J Molby, S McMahon,  
Referee: V G Callow. 

 

 
Revving up to nowhere 
Southampton ..... 2 Liverpool ....... 1  
ON AN afternoon full of exciting football, things suddenly went wrong for 
Liverpool. They had begun in sickly fashion, but past the hour they had found 
their colour and an equalizer, struck by midfielder McMahon. All pointed to that 
famed Anfield acceleration, and to another win.  
Instead Hooper, the Liverpool goalkeeper, dropped a clanger reminiscent of his 
senior, Bruce Grobbelaar, at his most bizarre. Hooper had leapt heroically and 
there seemed only token danger when Cockerill, an impressive bustler, collected 
the ball 25 yards out. But Hooper, somehow, let the shot creep under his body.  
Proof that this was not Liverpool's day came during their late, vain push. The 
substitute MacDonald was carried off with what seems a broken leg.  
Southampton have had their own traumas lately. Armstrong, an elder statesman, 
has twice refused to play on the left of midfield, and been ordered to sit it out. 
Here, the perfect British compromise: Armstrong appears on the left of three, but 
still very central. It was precisely from that position, in the 11th minute, that he 
scored, volleying back Lawrenson's clearance.  
Defence has been Southampton's problem of late. Yesterday centre half Wright 
was still recovering in the reserves and Gittens was fielded after the failure to sign 
Evans from Villa.  
Soon after the Armstrong goal, Rush equalized, only to be deprived by a 
debatable offside decision. Rush's lovely pace was Liverpool's one sure asset 
throughout. Fullbacks Venison and Beglin created few chances because 
Southampton pushed forward so cleverly. And Liverpool's midfield took far too 
long to function.  
At last Liverpool revived, passing as they should and Dalglish, more consistently 
involved than some of his players, striking one good chance a yard wide as 
Liverpool began to pass as they should.  
Afterwards Dalglish was mildly irritated, realizing that, as in the win over Charlton 
last week, championships are not made of this. 'Where did it go wrong?' someone 
asked. 'On the pitch,' he replied.  
Weather: sunny. Ground: Firm. Goals: Armstrong (11 min) 1-0; McMahon (61 min) 
1-1; Cockerill (67 min) 2-1.  
Southampton (4-3-3): Shilton; Forrest, Gittens, Bond, Dennis: Cockerill, Case, 
Armstrong: Wallace (sub: Baker 20 min), Clarke, Lawrence.  
Liverpool (4-4-2): Hooper; Venison, Gillespie, Lawrenson, Beglin: Nicol (sub: 
MacDonald, 77 min). MacMahon, Molby, Whelan; Rush, Dalglish. Referee: V G 
Callow (Solihull). 

 


